
Alfa Romeo 6C1750 "SuperSport" (Third Series) chassis/engine - An overview of what Is known to me

This listing results from a personal study that has no affiliation with Alfa Romeo nor its associated companies.

This listing is compiled and presented by John de Boer with the hope that some interested folks will share something of their own interest and report something about what they may know as a result!

Any input welcomed at: iicar@earthlink.net

This listing is a work in progress. I expect to be able to make it more precise from information already in my files. I'll work on it and update it as required! I hope to have your help.

In the meantime, I am hoping to attract some discussion with additional owners. Please let me know what is not yet decscribed correctly or fully.

I will share a worksheet that I use when looking at any of these cars. It will help you gather data and show what I'd like to see photographs of … if you are willing to share.

Again, ANY INPUT IS WELCOMED!

In the listing below:

Chassis/Telaio numbers in black ink = a chassis that I believe exists today. I've not seen them all and have not verified them all personally. This part of the listing will evolve quickly, I hope!

Chassis numbers in red ink are those for which I have some question that would like to be answered before saying it exists with some assurance.

Quite a number of Gran Sport cars in the Fourth Series were completed as 1500cc category racing sports cars. Where this detail is certain, the car has some "blue-ink" in the description.

There may be a number of additional cars that will be described as 1500cc cars in the future, particularly among the cars about which nothing is yet known.

There are a surprising number of Alfa Romeo 6C Gran Sport cars in the fourth and fifth series that have clearly had some chassis swapping or other dramas early in the car's life.

In fact, there are enough of these occurrences  that I am no longer truly surprised when another such mystery is revealed even in other series. Describing each case will be its own individual task.

Note: I consider that these instances, when described completely, only add to the mystique and "magic" that can be felt for these cars in general. 

There is ample evidence that chassis were swapped (and replaced as a spare parts) with some regularity at Alfa Romeo - Milano and also at Alfa Romeo British Sales in the UK.

Engine numbers specifically listed without parenthesis are believed to be accompanying the original car.

Engine numbers not listed … I simply do not know enough to report on  this detail. I expect there are some blanks to fill in, one way or another.

Engine numbers ((in parenthesis)) are believed to have been separated from their original chassis … but I know that this characteristic can change over time.

If you know that an engine is or is not with a specific car these days, please share what you know. I may ask for some sort of added documentation so please be prepared to share some detail.

It is popular for some to refer to these cars as "SSC" ("SS C" = "Super Sport Compressore") or "SSSC" ("SS SC" = "Super Sport Senza Compressore")

Any of these cars might well have been born without a supercharger and received one at any time … or had it removed.

For many of these cars, we simply do not yet know the original "as delivered" configuration.

Coach # describes: T# = Touring body number, Z# = Zagato body number

In the chart below, you will note that I have made a few guesses based on the pricing implications from when the car was sold new.

Guessing is risky when there is not enough data! It is also risky when we cannot always trust the price that was declared, particularly during a subsequent sale.

AND, there are recording errors to deal with from time to time.

It has happened that a car was declared at a "chassis only" price even though a complete car was purchased and delivered.

To complcate matters even further for our studies, there were adjustments in the list prices for these cars that took place from time to time.

Telaio / Chassis Engine / Motore Coach # What is known

anomaly "6C0312654" (perhaps 6C0312854 or ...?) engine "6C0312654" reported in another chassis 

6C0312851 perhaps "senza compressore" ??*** history (??*** the declared sales price when sold new was "lire 51.000")

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312854 existing? … or a reporting confusion??

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312859 1500cc, perhaps "con compressore" ? existing

6C0312860 perhaps 1500cc, perhaps "con compressore" ? existing

6C0312861 perhaps "con compressore" ??**?? Zagato existing  (??**?? The declared sales price when new was "lire 75.000")



6C0312862 perhaps "con compressore" ??***?? history  (??***?? Early usage suggests supercharger was fitted.)

6C0312

6C0312864 Zagato existing, seemingly with a Zagato body style that is later than the original

6C0312865 with motore 6C8513081 fitted existing

***** motore "6C0312865" reportedly seen 1992 in what appeared to be an un-numbered GTC chassis with Aldo Cesaro

6C0312

6C0312867 con compressore Z#618 existing  (The declared sales price when sold to the first private owner was "lire 98.000" … perhaps due to being "MM winner"?)

6C0312868 probably "con compressore" ** history  (** historical usage suggests "con compressore". Chinetti reportedly paid "lire 35.000")

6C0312869 history

6C0312870 existing

6C0312871 1500cc  "con compressore" Zagato? 1

6C0312872 1500cc  "con compressore" Zagato? existing

6C0312873 1500cc  "con compressore" Zagato? existing

6C0312874 1500cc  "con compressore" Zagato? existing

6C0312875 ((6C0312875)) engine "6C0312875 SS" displayed by Alfa Romeo as of 1986.

6C0312876 "con compressore" history

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312882 "con compressore" history

6C0312

6C0312884 con compressore existing (raced also as 1500cc category car)

6C0312885 ((6C0312885)) ?? multiple conflicting claims, one of which mentions engine 6C0411872

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312888 historical leads

6C0312889 (Chassis exists under a Gran Sport from the Fifth Series)

6C0312

6C0312891 history

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312894 "con compressore" existing

6C0312

6C0312896 "con compressore" existing

6C0312897 "senza compressore" existing

6C0312898 ??? Exists as a special incorporating modified chassis, bonnet and perhaps a bit more

Note: 6C0312898 was sold originally to Mussolini and the price was declared as "lire 60.000". Either the car was "senza compressore" or a special price was made … or declared?

6C0312

6C0312900 (Chassis found existing under another identity)

6C0312901 "con compressore" ?? existing

6C0312902 "con compressore" ?? existing  (declared sales price when new was "lire 68.160")

"6C0312902" A second car exists claiming the identity but does not appear to have any identifiable parts from the original car.

6C0312903 "con compressore" ?? history  (declared sales price when new was "lire 68.000")

6C0312

6C0312905 existing

6C0312906 "con compressore" existing

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312909 "con compressore" existing

6C0312

6C0312911 1500cc engine is known

6C0312912 "con compressore" ?? 1929/30 history described (declared sales price new was lire "70.000")

6C0312913 known since 1960's

6C0312

6C0312915 "con compressore" ?? History described 1929 -1932  (declared sales price new was lire "79.000")

6C0312

6C0312917 "testa fissa con compressore" existing, described 1934 as "1500"



"6C0312917" ((6C0312917)) engine gave identity "6C0312917" to another chassis (frame 0332975) beginning 1938

***** Note: motore "6C0312917" has some questions for us as to when it was fitted with the testa fissa parts and tuning.

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312922 "con compressore" History described 1930 - 1931

6C0312

6C0312924 described beginning 2005?

6C0312925 1930 historical lead can be chased

6C0312926 History described 1929 - 1950

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312929 ((6C0312929)) "senza compressore" engine known (recent claim to chassis identity may be based on the use of the engine?)

6C0312930 ((6C0312930)) engine in another chassis

6C0312931 ((6C0312931)) described beginning 1961 with motore 6C121215071 fitted

6C0312932 "senza compressore" ?? History described 1929 - 1943   (declared sales price new was lire "65.000")

6C0312933 information request received 2013

6C0312

6C0312935 historical lead

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312938 ((6C0312938)) engine known

6C0312

6C0312940 "senza compressore" history described 1929 to present   (declared sales price new was lire "60.000")

6C0312941 ((6C0312941)) engine crankcase known in another chassis

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312944 History described 1929 - 1931

"6C0312945" see: "6C0312975"

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312948 ((6C0312948)) with replacement engine owner name reported many years ago

6C0312949 "senza compressore" Described 1959circa - 1995circa

"6C0312950" A long-standing reporting error. See: 6C0312951

"6C0312951" "senza compressore" Known for many years as "6C0312950". Some mystery remains.

6C0312952

6C0312953 "senza compressore" known and described by others

6C0312954 1935 historical note

6C0312955 ((6C0312955))  with mot. 6C0312930 History described 1929 - 1933 or so. Described since 1960

6C0312956 Described 1954 - 1968 / 1980 / 1993

6C0312957 "con compressore" ?? Zagato History described 1930 to present

6C0312

6C0312959 probably "con compressore" history described 1929 - 1931  (new sales price reported both as "lire 63.000" and "lire 73.000")

6C0312

6C0312961 replacement crankcase con compressore since 1930's, history described 1929 to present, sold new at lire 66.000 declared

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312964 "con compressore", later without Described since 1958

6C0312

6C0312

6C0312967 "con compressore", later removed History described 1930, then again beginning 1960's

6C0312

"6C0312975" (Perhaps 6C0312945 or ???) Museo Alfa Romeo(as of 1986)

end


